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Major renovations begin in Pendleton West as part of
Campus Renewal initiatives

By DANNI ONDRASKOVA ’18
News Editor

This year, Wellesley students, faculty and staff witnessed
renovations that affected large swaths of the community.
Pomeroy Hall received an improved living room, TV
room and Blue Room. Shafer Hall received a new living
room. McAfee Hall received a new student room, flooring
improvements and a refurbished living room. The Field
House underwent major renovations; the revamped 4,000
square-foot Fitness Center in the Keohane Sports Center
was unveiled to an eager public on Jan. 28 and receives
over 1,200 swipes a week, according to Vice President
for Finance and Administration Ben Hammond. The
Boathouse on Lake Waban is slated to reopen in midMay and will include a new main entrance, preparation
room, better shop space, a room for canoes and kayaks
and storage space. These changes, part of the $550 million
Campus Renewal plan, were completed on schedule and
set another large-scale plan in motion: preparing Pendleton
West (PNW) for a major reconstructive effort from June
2015 to August 2016.
Such preparations will need to be executed in a small
window of time, noted art professor Phyllis McGibbon,
a key figure in pushing for the renovations. Currently, the
art department’s faculty, students and maintenance staff
are putting printmaking machines into storage, filing away
unneeded materials into boxes and planning how to most
efficiently empty Pendleton West by the time summer
starts, when students leave campus and renovation workers
swarm onto the Quad. Since the construction workers will
be reconstructing much of the interior of the west wing
of Pendleton starting on June 8, all current furniture and
materials need to be removed from the building.
The Pendleton West renovations are one of the earliest
Campus Renewal projects to begin construction, which
McGibbon attributes to the status of the building, noting its
poor condition and the dire need for internal renovations
to better serve Wellesley.
When inspectors and architects went to visit the building
in 2010, they offered a dire diagnosis of its current
condition.
“Your building is outdated, unsafe and alarming,”
McGibbon summarized.
McGibbon described Pendleton West as a 25-year old
swing space, a building whose form did not line up with
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Renovations in Pomeroy basement include countertops and furniture
its function and has been in need of transformation for a building into a more ecologically friendly one, striving
while.
to achieve LEED certification with the completion of the
“This building is designed to be an instrument. It’s project. To increase accessibility, a walkway will be built
designed to be played and used,” McGibbon noted, going on the hill from Pendleton West to Lulu and an elevator
on to describe how problems with toxic materials tracking will be installed at the bottom of the hill facing College
into the building from the foundry and ventilation have Road. The elevator will be connected to a new state-ofprevented the wing from reaching its potential. McGibbon the-art lecture room fit for all departments that will be an
added that since the building will be populated by expanded version of PNW 212. The space across from
thousands of people doing intensive studio and musical PNW 212 will be converted into additional offices. This
work, it needs to be able to withstand abuse.
room should be able to seat 49 students, be wheelchair
The primary goals regarding the Pendleton West accessible and feature windows facing College Road.
renovations are optimizing the space’s functionality,
Areas near Pendleton West will also undergo related
sustainability and accessibility. Air conditioning will be changes during the next year and a half. Pendleton West
added for the first time, new sound recording studio will will be expanded towards Lulu and an arts courtyard will
be installed, space will be opened up for more sunlight to be installed on the hill near College Road. The additional
reach the middle of the building and the new internal space space will feature more bathrooms and connect to the
will be painted in neutral and understated colors so as aforementioned staircase. Pendleton East will gain some
not to detract from the quality of the art being displayed. permanent space as a result of the renovations and several
Lounge and break spaces will also be added for students professors will have their offices moved there. All three
to rest. The various people involved with Wellesley 2025 levels of Jewett will feature public gathering spaces
are also exploring ways to convert the energy-guzzling that will be implemented by fall 2016. If these changes
PENDLETON WEST, page 2

Dean of Students to retire from Wellesley at
end of academic year
By DANNI ONDRASKOVA ’18
News Editor

COURTESY OF WELLESLEY COLLEGE

Dean of Students Debra DeMeis
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On Friday, April 6, President Kim Bottomly announced
that Dean of Students Debra DeMeis will be retiring from
Wellesley College after a tenure of seven years to join the
consulting firm Cambridge Hill Partners.
In 2008, DeMeis made the momentous decision to come to
Wellesley because of the school’s commitment to women’s
education.
“A Wellesley student summed it up best when she said that
she came to Wellesley because it would be one of the few
times in her life that she would be surrounded by so many
smart, amazing women,” DeMeis said, citing the school’s
top-notch academics and incredible experiences outside the
classroom as reasons for Wellesley’s status as the premier
college for women.
DeMeis arrived at Wellesley during a difficult time. She
started her position as Dean of Students during the 2008-09
academic year, when the recession began. Because of the
economic crisis, DeMeis had to institute financial changes
to ensure that the College maintained the trust of its students
and the wider Wellesley community.
DEAN DEMEIS, page 3
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Mezcla and Latin@ students
collaborate on provocative
poster campaign

DMSAC hosts “Pop Party” to
celebrate exhibit of Warhol’s
work
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College hosts Dean of Religious and Spiritual Life candidates
By SRAVANTI TEKUMALLA ’16 & STEPHANIE YEH ’18
Co-Editor-in-Chief & News Editor
Editor’s note:
Due to confidentiality reasons stipulated by the College,
the names of candidates could not be published. The
candidate interviewed for this article will not be
addressed by name.
In continuation of the search for the new Dean of Religious
and Spiritual Life, the College hosted three finalists for the
position over the past week. The search for a new dean
has been ongoing for over two years after President Kim
Bottomly announced Dean Victor Kazanjian’s departure in
April 2013. Since then, a search committee was formed to
find a new dean, but faced setbacks as the candidates who
were offered the position did not accept.
This year, the search committee selected three candidates
to visit Wellesley’s campus and meet with students,
faculty and administrators. Each candidate met with the
Multifaith Council and had a one-hour window to interact
with members of the Wellesley community. The Multifaith
Council is a student group comprised of 16 religious and
secular students. The students discuss multifaith issues,
including spirituality and wellness, and more abstract
topics such as asking “Does prayer matter?”.
One candidate was involved in a multifaith community
in college. She had begun to lose hope, since she saw that
there was always more improvements to be made and
more community service to be done. However, she found
comfort in the United Methodist Church, where she was
able to regain hope.
“By participating in the interfaith community, I had the
hope and the social justice that I wanted,” she said.
She hopes to use her experience to enhance Wellesley’s
spiritual life and interfaith community. She currently
works at a large university where she acts as a pastor, an
activist and a scholar. She emphasized the importance of
working with college students.
“It’s important to work with college students because the
four years of college are transformative years in a person’s
life. This could help students connect with their own
identities and a community so they can build relationships
across difference,” she stated.
The candidate noted that she was especially interested
in working at Wellesley because of the contrast it would
provide after working at a large research institution. In
comparison, Wellesley is a much smaller liberal arts
college, where students are more likely to focus on
learning about differences of others and engaging in faith.
“I do a lot of broad work, which includes a lot of
administrative work. I want to come to Wellesley to be
able to do something deeper,” she added.
At Wellesley, she seeks to foster religious literacy,
support the building of relationships across difference and
help students translate plans into actions. She believes that
getting students to be literate and knowledgeable about
other religions will lead to less shaming of others and a
greater, more effective community allowing for concrete
changes in the world. She emphasizes the effectiveness

SENATE REPORT
Student appointments announced
Saraphin Dhanani ’16 and Cassandra Flores-Montano ’16
have been selected as the two student representatives for
the Commission on Race, Gender and Ethnicity. Catherine
Woodhouse ’18, a current Senator in Bates Hall, will serve
as the Senate Parliamentarian for the 2015-16 school year.
Senate approves new computer for Student Bursar’s
Office
Student Bursar Eugene Lee ’15 and her successor, Isabelle
van de Walle ’17, had their request for a 27-inch Macintosh
desktop computer for the Bursar’s Office, which would
replace an inefficient Wellesley-provided computer,
approved by Senate on Tuesday. The $1,899 cost will be
subtracted from the Bursar’s Office’s emergency fund,
the use of which was also approved by Senate last week.
The replacement computer will be used to supplement the
already functional computer in the Bursar’s Office and
enable bookkeepers to continue carrying out their duties
effectively.
Wellesley joins other women’s colleges in HBS weekend
program
Wellesley College will begin participating in the PEEK
program this year, according to Associate Dean of Students
Carol Bate. The Harvard Business School (HBS) program
allows college students interested in business to stay in campus housing while taking renowned business school courses
taught by HBS faculty. PEEK Weekend takes place from
June 19 to 21 this year and is open to current sophomores,
juniors and seniors. The program costs $500, but Wellesley
is offering scholarships for eligible attendees. The application, which is available on the HBS website, requires a short
personal statement, resume and contact information. The
deadline is May 15.
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Interior of Houghton Chapel
of travel in creating bonds between individuals with
differences, since traveling creates liminal space between
each other. By physically engaging in religious traditions
together, students would be able to become closer, thus
leading to better dialogue and communication.
Dean of Students Debra DeMeis believes the role of the
Dean of Religious and Spiritual Life is a multi-faceted one
and that the dean’s purpose is to serve the community. To
ensure community feedback, an online feedback form was
released.
During the past eight months, Annabel Beerel has
served as the Interim Dean of Religious and Spiritual Life.
Beerel has overseen several new initiatives in the Office
of Religious and Spiritual Life (ORSL) during her tenure
at Wellesley that reach beyond cornerstone events such as
Flower Sunday and Baccalaureate. Beerel emphasized the
role ORSL plays in supporting student mental health.
“I think the ORSL is an incredible gift to what Wellesley
is doing, and I think the model that was created was
appropriate for its time. My feeling is that the multifaith
model has to change. It has to progress,” Beerel said. “I
think we have to find more avenues that we can be more
relevant to the students’ lives. I think we need to find ways
to be inviting to students who haven’t figured out what
faith really means yet.”
ORSL, however, is not a replacement for the Stone
Center, the wellness center or residential life. Beerel
stresses that ORSL is a resource not only for students of

faith, but secular students as well.
ORSL also collaborated with the Office of Intercultural
Education and the Committee for Political and Legislative
Awareness to provide forums for dialogue between
students. Events under this initiative include the recent
dialogue “Sticks and Stones: The Semantics of Racial,
Gender and Homophobic Slurs” and the panel “What is
Freedom?,” which included an introduction by President
Bottomly.
These lectures are part of a division-wide response to
President Bottomly’s initiative to promote civil discourse
on campus. In February, President Bottomly addressed
the campus via email on how to foster an inclusive
environment, and mentioned the tools and resources
required to encourage productive dialogues, discussions
and debates at Wellesley.
According to Beerel, the initiative to create more
resources for productive dialogues is a priority, especially
in reaction to recent protests staged by groups like Students
for Justice for Palestine.
“Where I think ORSL can play a huge role is that we can
be impartial — because that’s our role...we’ve got to find
the middle ground, the impartial ground, to bring people
together to have good dialogues, so that’s the next step,”
Beerel said.
Following the candidates’ final interviews, DeMeis is
hopeful the College will announce a new Dean of Religious
and Spiritual Life before the end of finals period.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Wellesley senior awarded with prestigious
Watson Fellowship
Nevatha Mathialagan ’15, an anthropology
major pursuing dentistry, has won the Thomas
Watson Fellowship, a prestigious honor given to
approximately 50 college seniors nationwide each
year. The fellowship, sponsored by the Thomas J.
Watson Foundation, is awarded to individuals from
select private liberal arts colleges and universities
across the nation and seeks to give college
graduates the opportunity to apply their education
and passions globally. Mathialagan is among the
students who will be pursuing projects outside of
the United States. She will focus on analyzing oral
health systems in countries such as Nepal, South
Africa and Peru during her Watson year, a project
closely connected to her interest in dentistry.
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie announced as
commencement speaker for 2015
Award-winning author Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie has been chosen to speak at Wellesley’s
137th Commencement, which will occur on May
29 of this year. Adichie, who was announced as the
commencement speaker during Senior Soiree, is a
novelist and writer from Nigeria known for pieces
that focus on African literature. Her most recent
book, Americanah, received global acclaim and
was named as one the The New York Times Ten

Best Books of the Year. Her other works have been
awarded prestigious prizes such as the Hurston/
Wright Legacy Award and she has written for
notable publications such as The New Yorker. In
addition to being an established author, Adichie
has advocated for feminism in a TED talk, a speech
which made a brief appearance in Beyonce’s song
“Flawless.”
Wellesley professor publishes research on honey
bees
Heather Mattila, a professor in the biological
sciences and natural sciences, is a leading ecologist
focusing on honey bees. She has investigating
why honey bee populations have been in decline,
a leading topic in science due to the importance of
bees to both the environment and the economy. Her
study, which was co-written with Hailey Scofield
’13, was published in PLOS ONE, an openaccess, online scientific journal published by the
Public Library of Science (PLOS). Mattila and her
team were able to conduct their study in a natural
hive environment, a rare occurrence that let bees
colonize in a realistic environment rather than with
incubators. This method gave the researchers the
opportunity to examine bee behaviors in a natural
setting. The lab continues to study honey bees, and
the relationship between nutrition and foraging in
the insects.
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Fewer art classes offered next semester due to renovations

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
proceed according to plan, construction crews will be able
to renovate the Greenhouses and Science Center in fall
2017.
The art department is adjusting to this change in a number
of ways, according to McGibbon. There will be one fewer
section of painting, 3D design and beginning drawing
offered next year. This is partly due to the decrease in the
amount of space available for teaching these courses and
also because some professors will be on sabbatical next
year. Printmaking classes will be moved to the book arts
lab in the Clapp Library, and other arts courses previously
taught in Pendleton West will be moved to Jewett. The
main Jewett Gallery will become the new space for
Beginning Drawing and Life Drawing next year, and
temporary partitions will be hoisted to serve class needs.
The music salon across from PNW 218 will be in Jewett
372, a former lecture room. A temporary painting studio
in Jewett will host painting classes next year. Faculty
offices will also be relocated to Jewett, enabling students
taking arts classes to easily check in with their professors
afterward. Classes will be held in Jewett and Clapp rather
than alternative locations like the Distribution Center to
minimize student walking time.
The art department has prioritized making sure
that studio art, cinema and media studies, art history,
architecture and media arts and science majors have the
arts classes required to fulfill their respective degree

requirements. The department is also reducing class sizes
for courses that will be moved to smaller studio spaces
and classrooms to optimize the learning experience of
students taking art, architecture and related courses next
year. In some cases, the department is also offering new
classes in previously unexplored areas. In spring 2016, a
class on arabic calligraphy will be taught for the first time
at Wellesley.
McGibbon is hopeful that the changes will be successful
in giving Wellesley more state-of-the-art facilities for the
departments in Pendleton West. Although the Pendleton
West renovations are proceeding according to plan,
the Munger renovations have been pushed back a year,
enabling students to live there this year.
“The precipitating factor was that the Town of Wellesley
informed the College this past fall that in their view, the
size of the project triggered a Project of Significant Impact
approval process by the Town, a much more onerous
regulatory hurdle than the College was expecting. In light
of the required schedule change, we felt it was prudent to
slow down the Munger project so that we could complete
this planning exercise,” Hammond said. He noted that the
administration also viewed the Munger renovations as a
part of the larger Campus Renewal plan.
Hammond, who also chairs the College’s Campus
Facilities Planning Committee, explained that while
the original Campus Renewal plan, consolidated in

Fall 2013, intends for the current five dining halls to be
reduced to three or four, no decisions have been made
on how to best achieve this goal. It should be noted that
the consolidated plan has provisions for a Munger dining
hall and improvements to the Bates and Tower dining
halls. Nothing was mentioned in the plan about what, if
anything, will be done to the Stone-Davis and Lulu Chow
Wang dining halls.
When asked how the Wellesley community could prepare
for and facilitate the Campus Renewal changes, Dean of
Students Debra DeMeis noted that the college plans to
release a series of focus groups, questionnaires and open
fora to better engage the student body. Hammond pointed
interested students to The Dirt, the campus renewal
website, and other resources.
“The project teams want to hear from those who will be
affected or have views to share, and we continue to work
to strengthen communications about campus renewal
and each individual project,” Hammond said, adding that
the Wellesley College administration periodically shares
information to the community through Academic Council,
College Government Senate and Administrative Council.
He also recommends that concerned students, faculty
and staff contact the client leads named on the campus
renovation website and Hammond via email.

Outgoing Dean Debra DeMeis will join
consulting firm

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Despite the challenges of beginning her new job during
trying times, DeMeis remembers her time here with
fondness.
“I have loved my work at Wellesley because Wellesley
thinks big; whether the conversation is about massive
open online courses (MOOCs) or Campus Renewal or
First-Year Seminars, our primary interest is to ask how we
can make the best and and widest impact possible,” said
DeMeis.
She underscored the need for Wellesley to stay in sync
with its primary mission: to educate women in depth and
breadth to enable them to improve the world.
When asked about some of the best experiences she
had at Wellesley, DeMeis pointed to a series of firsts,
citing her initial experiences with Flower Sunday, the
Tanner and Ruhlman Conferences and Marathon Monday
as particularly meaningful. She also pointed to her first
Halloween party at her house as another memory she will
always cherish.
While at Wellesley, DeMeis has been involved in a
number of initiatives. She led the effort to create the Office
of Intercultural Education in 2010, helped improve the
Wellesley Plus program and pushed renovation planning
for the Stone Center and Simpson Infirmary. Some of her
priorities have included spearheading diversity initiatives
at Wellesley, which have improved the educational
experience of first-generation college students by hosting
a national conference focusing on their experiences, and
supporting wellness in every form through the Stone
Center renovations and talkbacks. Much of her time here
has been focused on Campus Renewal, and she cited
discussions about how residences play a crucial role in the
life of the Wellesley community as an ongoing learning
experience.
DeMeis noted that she would especially miss the
Wellesley community and its individual members.
“My conversations with students constantly remind me
of just how exceptional they are as they share their latest
travels, interests, research projects, plans and hopes for
the future with me. I have had the opportunity to work
with faculty and staff, including past and present Senior
Staff colleagues, who come from departments and offices
across campus and care deeply about this place and its
mission,” DeMeis replied, also thanking her colleagues in
Student Life for teaching her about Wellesley.
To ease the transition to a new Dean of Students,
President Bottomly has appointed a group that would
select an interim dean. DeMeis expressed confidence in
the ability of the appointed members to choose a suitable
interim dean who would continue leading initiatives that
are beneficial for Wellesley students. She believes that the
creation of the Commission on Race, Ethnicity and Equity
(CREE) is a key step in the right direction and hopes that
her successor will continue to bolster this initiative. She
wishes for CREE itself to continue creating dialogue on
campus in a space that allows for the civil exchange of
ideas and more understanding between differing students
and groups.
In addition, DeMeis hopes that her successor will
continue to focus on Campus Renewal.
“Campus Renewal should ensure that Residence Life
continues to be a signature of a Wellesley experience,”
DeMeis said, underscoring the fact that many Wellesley
students form small communities within their residence
halls.
Many Wellesley students expressed a combination of
sadness and surprise when they read that DeMeis will
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Dean DeMeis speaking to students
retire from Wellesley. However, they uniformly expressed
having excellent experiences with her and wish her the
best as she joins Cambridge Hill Partners.
Chief Justice Katherine Tran ’15 has many favorable
memories of DeMeis through working with her on the
Honor Code Council.
“Dean DeMeis exemplifies leadership in so many
different capacities. Her mentorship is extremely valuable
to me, and it has helped me steer Honor Code Council this
year. In keeping alive the vigor of Honor Code Council, we
affirm our dedication to the Honor Code, which certainly
shapes our campus culture,” Tran said.
Tran also touched upon a more personal side of DeMeis,
who wears many hats as an advocate for various campus
initiatives.
“I have truly enjoyed knowing Dean DeMeis as a
person. She has a very energetic and funny dog. She tells
me interesting nuggets of information such as how tulips,
when placed in water, are one of the few flowers that
continue to grow even after they are cut. She gives great
advice on communicating effectively with colleagues and
friends in difficult dialogues. Basically, we are lucky to
have had her here,” Tran said.
While Wenyan Deng ’15 never worked with DeMeis in
a formal capacity, she was inspired by her.
“I remember that her speech on my first day during
international orientation at Wellesley struck me as very
thoughtful and articulate. I remember thinking, ‘This is
why I came to this school, to be with intelligent and openminded people like Dean DeMeis,’ ” Deng said.
Hana Glasser ’15 first learned about DeMeis before
attending Wellesley. Her pharmacist’s wife had studied for

her Ph.D. with DeMeis in West Virginia. Glasser noted that
DeMeis served as an important mentor to her throughout
her time at Wellesley as a student and member of College
Government.
In particular, Glasser applauded DeMeis for emphasizing
student wellness and care for students.
“Dean DeMeis has always made herself available for me
to discuss student concerns with care and thoughtfulness.
She also has self-care as a real core mantra and has made
sure that me and other students prioritize our well-being,”
Glasser explained, adding that she wishes DeMeis success
and happiness in her next position.
Professor of Art Phyllis McGibbon worked with
DeMeis on the Campus Renewal campaign and calls
her an important member of the initiative. She said that
the position of Dean of Students is a key one because of
its vital role in spreading information around campus,
communicating with the Wellesley community and
making sure productive conversations occur. McGibbon
is saddened to see DeMeis leave in a sea of administrative
changes in administration during the implementation of
Campus Renewal and wished her successor the best of
luck in continuing crucial Wellesley initiatives.
DeMeis’s last day at Wellesley is slated to be July 1.
President Bottomly hopes to be able to announce the
Interim Dean soon.
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POLICE BLOTTER

By SARA RATHOD ’15
Nation & World Columnist
Clinton and Rubio enter the presidential race
Former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton
’69 officially announced her bid for the 2016
Presidency over a video distributed across various
social media platforms. Clinton enjoys a strong base
of support, especially among women. She has made
a name for herself as the only first lady ever elected
to the U.S. Senate and the Obama administration’s
number one diplomat during the four years she
served as Secretary of State. The focus of her
campaign will be on improving economic conditions
for the middle class, increasing wages and reducing
economic inequality. Without a clear contender for
the Democratic nominations, this could be one of the
least competitive Democratic primaries without an
incumbent in recent history. It could also be the first
time a major political party nominates a woman for
the presidency. Clinton is expected to hold a formal
kickoff event in Iowa some time next month. Shortly
after her announcement, Republican Senator Marco
Rubio became the youngest Republican contender
to enter the race, promising to lead the United
States into a “new American century.” Referring
to Clinton’s announcement, he told his supporters,
“Just yesterday, a leader from yesterday began a
campaign for President by promising to take us
back to yesterday. But yesterday is over, and we are
never going back.” In his speech, Rubio spoke of the
struggles his parents faced as Cuban immigrants.
Today, he said, the American Dream seems too
unattainable for too many.

Obama has historic meeting with Cuban
President
President Obama met with Cuban President Raúl
Castro on Saturday, marking the first time in 50
years that the leaders of the two countries have met
face-to-face. The Summit of the Americas began 20
years ago; however, this was the first time that Cuba
was invited to attend. The country’s exclusion has
been a point of deep contention between the United
States and many Latin American and Caribbean
countries. Cuba’s inclusion and the immigration
policies Obama has been pushing have earned the
United States a much warmer reception at this
year’s conference compared to previous years.
In December, Obama announced his decision to
reestablish diplomatic ties with Cuba and reopen
embassies in Havana and Washington. The State
Department is also currently evaluating whether to
remove Cuba from the U.S. list of state sponsors of
terrorism. Obama has argued that the best way to
address disagreements between Cuba and the United
States, including Cuba’s dismal human rights record,
is by engaging with the country itself. José Miguel
Vivanco, the director of the Latin America program
at Human Rights Watch, said that U.S. isolation
of Cuba has only served as a distraction that has
alienated the United States from its neighbors and
prevented any real discussion of human rights in
the region. However, many, including presidential
hopeful Marco Rubio, still criticize the decision to
normalize relations with Cuba.

California four-year drought sparks search for
new sources of water

Senate bill would give Congress power to reject
Iran deal

The severe drought in California is now in its
fourth year. Earlier this month, Governor Jerry
Brown declared mandatory cutbacks in water use
across the state. Residents of the Golden State have
been skipping showers and budgeting how often
they flush the toilet in order to conserve dwindling
water resources. One woman told The New York
Times that while her shower warms up, she uses
a bucket to collect the clean water which she uses
to wash dishes. The drought is by many measures
the worst since the state began keeping records
of temperature and precipitation in the 1800s.
California has a population of close to 39 million
and a $50 billion agricultural industry requiring
irrigation. The dry spell has depleted fresh water,
which could be collected from snowpacks, rivers
and lakes. Now, residents are desperately searching
for new sources of water. Well-drillers are working
overtime, searching for California’s hidden water
beneath the earth’s surface. National Geographic
has called the hunt for groundwater in California
“the new gold rush” and warns that the state risks
depleting its irreplaceable groundwater. A new $1
billion desalination plant is expected to open in San
Diego county as early as November and will be a
major test to see if the state can convert ocean water
into drinking water.

Yesterday, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
agreed on a measure that would give Congress the
power to review, and possibly reject, the agreement
reached between the United States, Iran and five
other world powers on Iran’s nuclear program. The
nuclear deal, which is currently still being negotiated,
would require Iran to limit its nuclear capability in
exchange for sanctions relief. However, the bill from
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chairman Bob
Corker would prevent the Obama administration
from easing sanctions on Iran for a period of up to 30
days while Congress reviews and votes on the final
agreement to curb Iran’s nuclear program. The bill
says that the president would have to certify every
90 days that Iran no longer was supporting terrorism
against Americans at home or abroad. If he could not,
economic sanctions would be reimposed. Though
the White House has threatened to veto the Corker
bill, the legislation has the support of leaders in both
parties. It is unclear whether the bill has enough
support to achieve the two-thirds supermajority vote
required to override a presidential veto.

04/03/15 Illness 3:12 p.m. Wang Campus Center. The
reporting person (RP), a Wellesley College (WC) student,
reported a man was not feeling well and may require
medical attention. Officers were dispatched and an
ambulance requested. The individual was transported the
Newton-Wellesley Hospital via ambulance. Report filed.
Case closed.
04/04/15 Unclassified 2:50 a.m. MIT. The RP, a WC
student, came to Wellesley College Police Department
(WCPD) to report an injury that occurred off campus. The
student refused further medical attention. Report filed.
Case closed.
04/04/15 Intoxicated person 10:44 p.m. Claflin Hall.
The RP, a WC student, called to report her friend was
intoxicated and not feeling well. Officers were dispatched
to assist and evaluate. The patient was transported by
ambulance to MetroWest Medical Center in Natick.
Report filed. Case closed.
04/05/15 Intoxicated person 12:15 a.m. Claflin Hall.
The RP, a WC student, called to report she was with an
intoxicated student who may require medical attention.
Units were dispatched to assist and evaluate. An ambulance
was requested. The student was transported to MetroWest
Medical Center in Natick via ambulance. Report filed.
Case closed.
04/05/15 Well-being check 9:32 a.m. Bates Hall. The RP,
a WC student, called requesting a well-being check on
another student. An officer was dispatched. The officer
requested the Residential Director on duty to respond as
well. Report filed. Case closed.
04/05/15 Illness 6:08 p.m. Wang Campus Center. The RP,
a WC staff member, reported he was not feeling well and
may require medical attention. Officers were dispatched
to assist and evaluate. After an initial assessment, the staff
member refused further medical treatment. Report filed.
Case closed.
04/09/15 Larceny from buildings 9:12 a.m. Keohane
Sports Center. The RP, a WC staff member, reported the
theft of a pair of L.L. Bean boots, belonging to a WC
student, from the women’s locker room. An officer was
dispatched. Report filed. Case under investigation.
04/09/15 Unclassified 10:21 a.m. Wang Campus Center.
The RP, a WC student, requested to speak with a police
officer regarding something posted on Yik Yak. An officer
was dispatched. Report filed. Case under investigation.
04/10/15 Larceny from buildings 11:41 a.m. Wang
Campus Center. The RP, a WC student, entered the station
to report that her coat was taken from a building. An
officer was dispatched to investigate. A search of the area
was made with negative results. Report filed. Case under
investigation.
04/10/15 Injury 1:41 p.m. Science Center. The RP, a WC
staff member, called to report a student was injured and
may require medical attention. Officers were dispatched
to evaluate the student. Wellesley Fire Department (WFD)
and American Medical Response (AMR) medics were
notified and responded. The student was transported to
MetroWest Medical Center in Natick via ambulance.
Report filed. Case closed.
04/10/15 Annoying or obscene phone calls 9:16 p.m.
Campus Police headquarters. The RP, a WC student,
reported she received several unwanted phone calls. An
officer was dispatched to speak with her. Report filed.
Case under investigation.
04/10/15 Illness 10:34 p.m. Shafer Hall. The RP, a WC
student, reported another student was not feeling well and
may require medical attention. Officers were dispatched to
assist. The student was transported to MetroWest Medical
Center in Natick via AMR. Report filed. Case closed.
04/11/15 Injury 1:55 a.m. Lake House. The RP, a WC
student, stated that another student was injured and may
require medical attention. Units were dispatched to assist.
The student was transported to MetroWest Medical Center
in Natick via cruiser. Report filed. Case closed.
04/11/15 Destruction or injury of property 8:00 a.m.
Collins Cinema and Cafe. The RP, a WC staff member,
called to report damage to a door. An officer was dispatched
to investigate. Report filed. Case under investigation.
04/11/15 Unclassified 9:44 p.m. Town of Wellesley. The
RP, a WC police officer, requested an ambulance for an
intoxicated student he was transporting from Babson
College to Wellesley College. WFD was notified to assist
and evaluate. The student was transported to Beth Israel in
Needham. Report filed. Case closed.
04/13/15 Injury 6:13 p.m. Tower Court Complex. The RP,
a WC staff member, reported a visitor was injured and
may require medical attention. An officer was dispatched
to assist and evaluate. No additional medical attention was
required. Report filed. Case closed.
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EYE ON SCIENCE

Artificial intelligence replaces human capabilities

By ELINOR HIGGINS ’18
Staff Columnist

Imagine a plane with no pilot flying you
across the country, or a car with no driver
getting you to your destination. These are
realistic possibilities for the near future.
The idea of pilotless planes has become
a particularly hot topic because of the
recent crash of the Germanwings Flight
9525. The idea is to eliminate the human
risk of having a pilot. Many of the systems
involved in flight are already automated,
making a shift in flight practices feasible.
In fact, some work in this area has
already been done for military use. The
Pentagon has already dedicated significant
resources toward creating drones for
various purposes. The difference between
a drone and a truly pilotless airplane is
that a drone is remote-controlled, meaning
that a human still operates the drone. The
pilot is still a factor; he or she is simply no
longer located in the cockpit.
This summer, the Pentagon’s research
organization will collaborate with several
aerospace companies and universities to
begin designing and testing a robotic copilot. The robot will have many tools and
skills that will allow it to assist in flight

The International Civil Aviation Organization, a specialized agency of the United Nation,
oversees the design of pilotless planes such as the MQ-9 Reaper.
and take over the controls from human
hands during emergency situations.
While some researchers have made
comments about the robot, comparing it
to R2D2 from the iconic Star Wars films,

others have expressed their concerns by
alluding to Captain Kirk from another
franchise, Star Trek, saying that people are
always going to want the human factor in
their travel plans. Trusting a robot to make

human decisions makes people nervous.
The idea of a driverless car has been
around for longer than the idea of a
pilotless airplane. In the 1950s, General
Motors designed a car that could run on
a track embedded in the road. The model
has been developed and improved over the
years in an attempt to make it possible
for these “smart” cars to be aware of
unexpected traffic problems, pedestrians
or police officers directing traffic.
Google is currently one of the main
companies working to create the driverless
car. By incorporating aspects of their
Google Street View system into the
workings of the prototypes, they hope
to build cars that can be aware of the
unspoken language of road safety and
traffic regulations.. This language includes
the pulling ahead of a nearby car to
indicate that it will not be letting you into
its lane, and the decision of who goes first
at a four-way intersection. Eventually, a
car company will have to be included in
the research so that the end product can
actually be produced and marketed.
It may come to pass in the not-so-distant
future that human error is no longer
incorporated in travel, perhaps making
transportation safer for everyone.

Latin@ poster campaign dispels stereotypes
By ZARINA PATWA ’18
Staff Writer

Among the many events that Wellesley
student organizations host during April
for Latin@ month is the Latin@ Poster
Campaign. This year, Latin@ Wellesley
students submitted anonymous quotations
via email and Mezcla created posters with
those quotations to spread around campus
and on Facebook. They express gratitude,
fear of losing their culture, and promises
to change the world around them.
Every year, the chair of Mezcla’s
political action committee organizes and
oversees the campaign. This year Nathalie
Cortes ’17 organized the campaign and
Elizabeth Cho ’16 completed the digital
poster making. The posters were made by
hand-writing the quotations and scanning
them onto the background pictures.
Mezcla runs this campaign annually
to increase the visibility of Latin@
students as individuals and to showcase
the diversity of the Latin@ community at
Wellesley. The statements are not meant
to apply to the community as a whole.
They accurately and powerfully depict the
experiences of individual Latin@ students
on campus and often show the relationship
between culture and other aspects of their
identity.
“It really validates our presence here.
We’re not just a number, we’re actually
individuals. We’re here to strive. It’s
tough being a minority. It’s tough coming
from a community where most of us don’t
really get the proper education to come to
a school like Wellesley,” Cortes said. “It’s
always important to make campaigns that
speak to each individual’s experience no
matter your nationality, your gender, your
sexual orientation.”
Mared Alicea-Westort, the Assistant
Dean of Intercultural Education and
advisor to Latin@ students, works to help
build a more welcoming and supportive
community for Latin@ students on
campus and strongly supports the message
that the students of Mezcla present during
the postering campaign.
“I do believe the Poster Campaign is an
exciting and powerful way of showing
stereotypes made to Latin@ students
and it’s an effective tool to use to dispel
stereotypes,”
Alicea-Westort
said.
“Students have really tried to be candid
and have put their personal day to day
struggles on display for the greater good
of raising awareness of some of these
issues here on campus.”

BIANCA PICHAMUTHU ’16, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

The Latin@ Poster Campaign leaves impression on students and faculty.
Maria Oceja ’15, a co-president of
Mezcla, agreed that the poster campaign
was necessary for Latin@ students to
express their individual experiences and
backgrounds because it has an effect on
their experiences and identity at Wellesley.
“I feel that often our voices on campus
are not heard. I feel that often we have this
perspective of Wellesley being this perfect
bubble where everyone just fits in and
that’s not necessarily true for all Latin@
students. And I think that often our voices
are silenced in the classroom in the sense
that people don’t necessarily understand
our experiences. So it’s necessary for
us to make a political statement about
our experiences at Wellesley because
everyone assumes that everyone has the
same experiences but that’s just not true,”
Oceja said.
Oceja expressed a great appreciation
for the powerful quotations in this year’s
submissions. Her favorites include “I
broke the glass ceiling but my hands won’t
stop bleeding” and “This place me está
cambiando,” which means “this place is
changing me.”
“The Wellesley environment for Latin@s
is harsh. This place really changes you in
a way that you don’t realize it’s changing
you until you stop and sit down to think

about it and you’re like, ‘Oh my God,
this place me está cambiando,’” Oceja
explained.
The quotations on the posters represent
all of the parts that make up the identities,
even though Mezcla could not use all of
the submissions for posters because there
were too many this year.
Among the quotations that the political
action committee chose, one poster that
sparked discussion and feedback was
the poster asking, “What would Hilary
do about immigration?” The Mezcla
executive board received feedback from
people on campus pointing out the spelling
“error,” which says “Hilary” instead of
“Hillary.” This is an intentional choice
because the double “l” is pronounced as a
“y” in Spanish, making the poster relatable
to Spanish-speaking students.
“I feel like anybody looking at that
poster who understood that experience
of immigration would immediately look
at it and say ‘Oh, Hilary, they’re talking
about Clinton,’said Oceja. “I just think it’s
necessary to bring attention to the fact that
I’m going to be a Wellesley alumna. She’s
a Wellesley alumna. That doesn’t mean
you understand my Wellesley experience.
It’s important to make that distinction.”
Mezcla has received a large amount of

feedback, especially after posting all of
the posters on Facebook. For the most
part, the responses to the poster campaign
have been supportive and positive.
“This year has been special for me in the
way that we’ve had a lot of support from
a lot of different people who’ve given
compliments about the poster campaign
and not only that but a lot of people are
just stricken with awe immediately. That’s
really powerful,” Co-president of Mezcla
Yesenia Ramirez ’15 said.
Ramirez also commented on the diverse
experiences of Latin@ students on campus
and how it has proven relatable to other
minority students on campus.
“A lot of the feedback that we’ve gotten
from friends who might not identify as
Latin@ but maybe as another minority is
that we see similar experiences,” Ramirez
said. “I think that’s what we really wanted
it to do; we wanted people to connect with
it.”
Mezcla will be hosting a talk-back for
the poster campaign on Thursday in order
to talk more in depth about the posters and
the thoughts and experiences behind the
quotations.
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Student builds fort around thesis carrel
By LARA AZAR ’15
Staff Columnist

Reports filed to Campus Police of paper, markers and games disappearing
from the Spontaneous Moments in the Lives of Everyday Students (S.M.i.L.E.S)
area in the Clapp Library were all resolved Tuesday, when Officer Carl Carlyle
discovered them embedded in the foundation of a student’s thesis fort on the
ground floor.
Economics major Ronnie Rahn ’15 has reportedly spent the last eight months
building a fort around her thesis carrel. Composed of stale pillows from library
couches, layers of blue and yellow banner paper and the occasional stolen
board game for architectural posterity, the tent-shaped fort has been growing
throughout the school year. Its most recent addition is an exterior of a chain of
locker locks stolen from the Dana Hall School.
Rahn currently refuses to let anyone inside. Anonymous sources report that
earlier in the month, she occasionally allowed friends to enter to give her coffee,
but only after answering a series of enigmatic riddles that hinted at signs of slow
mental deterioration, such as the question, “If they demand, what do I supply?”
with the answer being “My soul.” According to the anonymous sources, Rahn has
decorated the interior of her carrel fort with tapestries and little travel gnomes that
supposedly represent “a free life that I shall never lead.” Her abode additionally
contains five thermoses of perpetually full coffee. When asked via email how
she managed to keep up her caffeine stream and how she keeps up with classes,
she responded with “sdfjhjsjkdsfiHAVEedfMYskjfdWAYSSdkfdslkdljs.”
Nobody seems to have any answers on the other details of her life. It is
speculated that she does go to class, and many of the library staff have reported
strained encounters with her close to closing time.
“She hears me coming to kick people out and almost comes at me in a stupor
with a balloon sword, mumbling, ‘I can… no, I can’t… I can?’ This happens

every time,” reports student library worker Beatrice Beattie ’17. “I usually tell
her that she can. I don’t know what she can or can’t do, but I tell her anyway.
Then I give her a hug and walk her out of the library.”
Multiple sources that have walked past her carrel report hearing a faint
muttering of, “Do not enter… Must defend. Professors attacking… Must
defend.” Closer to 1 a.m. or 2 a.m., students and staff alike have heard her softly
singing the “March of the Defenders of Moscow.”
“Yeah, I had to look it up after the fourteenth time because I couldn’t believe
it,” Beattie, a political science and Russian double major, said. “That fort, as
impressive as it is, it is not soundproof.”
A former friend and colleague of Rahn’s, psychology major and econ
minor Leigh Leely ’15, explains her behavior is the result of pressure. “She’s
convinced herself that this fort is the proof that everything she’s done in her time
at Wellesley is worth it. I guess you might say this is the physical manifestation
of the impostor syndrome.”
“It is quite literally a defense mechanism,” her major advisor, economics
professor Tim Tinn added with a sigh.
According to Tinn, her defense is Thursday. “She chose everyone on her
committee and sent them all balloon swords with handwritten letters saying,
‘You are to attack my fort at 9 a.m., and I WILL DEFEND IT. I have prepared
the most and you… will…’ and something illegible,” Tinn explained. “I never
thought I’d say this, but she might need to give herself a break.”
At press time, Rahn was found refusing to let in the Wellesley S.M.i.L.E.S
team, who had lined up outside her fort in the middle of day, offering hugs and
chocolate.

The house at the end of the lane:
small dorms on campus
By KILY WONG ’16
Features Editor
With twenty different housing options, Wellesley
College’s living arrangements allow students to find
a niche that is just right for their needs. Whether
students elect to live on the east or west side of
campus, the goal of residential life is to establish a
strong sense of community and pride while continuing
long-standing traditions among the various dorms.
Tower Court, one of the most notable architectural
structures on campus, stands five stories high, with
beautiful views of Lake Waban and Severance Green.
While Tower Complex has been one of the most popular
housing options among students due to its reputation
of being the largest residential complex, Stone-Davis
Hall has become more appealing in recent years due to
students’ desire to live in more intimate communities.
Other residential options that students can select from
include the Hazard Quad (or Quint) and the ‘New Dorms,’
which are popular among athletes and science majors,
respectively. While Pomeroy Hall features a vegetarian and
kosher dining hall and the dining hall in Bates offers a variety
of international cuisine, some of gems at Wellesley may be
hidden in smaller and lesser known spaces around campus.
Still, there are many factors that contribute to
a student’s decision to choose one dorm over
another,
including
architectural
style,
social
atmosphere,
location
and
food
preferences.
Student
cooperatives and small hall housing
pose alternative options for students seeking
a way to incorporate personal interests and
passions into their residential life at Wellesley.
Like many other colleges, Wellesley also offers
various language houses including Casa Cervantes and
La Maison Francaise which are actively supported by
the Spanish Department and the French Department,
respectively. There is also an Italian Corridor, located
on the fourth floor of Tower West. Guided by the
principle that the student residents are there to practice
and improve their foreign language skills, these unique
small residential houses double as hubs that strive to
spark debates about different cultural and political issues.
Casa, also known as the “little green house” that’s right
next to Lake House, is almost a world of its own. Resident
Assistant Jabree Ellis ’17 describes how the community is
tight knit where many residents spend a lot of time bonding
in the house. “I like that everyone in the house knows each
others’ names and that the structure of the space allows
us to bump into each more often than a normal dorm.”
Ellis saw living in the Spanish-speaking house as an

GRACE BALLENGER ’17, FEATURES EDITOR

The little green house known to its residents as Casa.

opportunity to not only practice her Spanish but also
participate in a community separate from the rest of
campus. “In the beginning, at least, it almost felt like
living away from Wellesley,” she explained. “Here,
I was in the only place on campus where people speak
Spanish almost every minute of the day. Often, I
would leave the house to go eat in Tower dining hall
and forget that I needed to speak English again.”
Held up by its own unique comunity values,
Wellesley’s student-run Sustainability Cooperative

(or Scoop) was started as part of a student initiative to
live in an environmentally conscious way. While the
co-op has recently moved to Homestead, a residence
located adjacent to Instead and across from the College
Club, it continues to hold weekly vegetarian group
dinners, member-led discussions and sponsors events
that are open to all members of the campus community.
Studio Art major Christine Galloway ’17 learned
about the Sustainability Co-op before even setting
foot on campus when she discovered it in a
brochure listing 100 great things about Wellesley.
“I chose to live in [The] Scoop because I really
like being a part of something larger than myself,”
Galloway said of the community’s emphasis on building
shared values of trust, respect and intentionality.
After living in the co-op for almost a full academic year, she
has learned a tremendous amount about working with others
and respecting not only physical but also social spaces.
“I have really found this to transfer to other areas of my life
such as studio courses where studios are often shared by
many and group projects take place,” Galloway said. Thus,
while the cooperative’s theme is sustainability, it welcomes
students from all disciplines and challenges its residents to
stretch beyond the meaning of environmental sustainability.
Meanwhile, the Orchard Apartments may be one of the
best kept secrets at Wellesley. Current resident Suh Yoon
’15 responded to the question of where the apartments are
located on campus, “I get this asked this a lot! The Orchard
Apartments are directly attached to Dower House.”
Featuring two apartments, each consisting of a kitchen,
common room, double bedroom, single bedroom and
bathroom, the apartments resemble independent living.
The residence is quite cozy and intimate. In fact, Yoon says
that she feels like it is her “own house” and that “it’s the
perfect space to host meetings, movie nights, and parties.”
She describes how the three couches frequently get used as
beds for friends who end up popping in and sleeping over.
If that is not enough, Orchard 200 also has a massage chair.
And if those options aren’t enough, there’s always
the Instead, the feminist Co-op that is known for
its annual Naked Party; Dower Hall, which was
originally constructed as a barn; and Cedar Lodge,
a residential hall exclusively for Davis Scholars.
But just remember, while you may become the next Pamela
Melroy ’83, who perfected her moonwalk while trekking
through in the halls in Cazenove, or Diane Sawyer ’67,
who breathed words into life while residing in Freeman,
the choices you make about residential life can certainly
be another defining aspect of your Wellesley experience.
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Interclass blocking ignores
seniority in housing lottery

This semester, Wellesley College
implemented a reformed housing lottery
system, one which allowed interclass
blocking, discarded the concept of
averaging numbers among students in the
same block and determined housing by the
lowest number instead. This system, while
meant to make the housing process more
fair, actually disadvantages upperclass
students and provides a less desirable
outcome for more students compared to
the previous system.
On the days after housing results came
out, there was an array of Facebook
statuses announcing that people were
unhoused — one of the flaws of the old
housing system that the changes meant
to but failed to eliminate. Having an
average number of your class year was not
sufficient, as many groups with average
numbers were unhoused or placed in one
of their last choices.
Among students, one of the biggest
complaints was that the new system
allowed interclass blocking, meaning that
sophomores could block with juniors or
seniors. As a result, sophomores, who have

higher numbers than juniors or seniors,
could bypass their peers in the same class
year to obtain a housing assignment that
would have otherwise gone to a junior or
senior. While the new system of blocking
encouraged more friend groups to stay
together and help each other obtain better
housing arrangements, it also failed to
respect seniority.
Seniority is an aspect of housing that
should remain intact. Seniority rewards
students’ time at Wellesley and ensures
that in our very last year we can live in
a residence hall and room of our choice.
Senior students have set majors activities
that might require them to be close to a
certain location — a Spanish major senior
who is thesising will benefit more from
living close to Founders and Clapp library
than a sophomore or junior.
The new housing system also reduces
diversity on individual floors. By allowing
the lowest number to be chosen instead
of an average, underclass students can
pair with seniors. This allows senior
members of sports teams, societies, and
organizations to block with the younger
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members of their groups so that they all
occupy a floor together. Allowing large
groups to be housed in one location
undermines having a diverse floor and
interacting with students outside of one’s
circle. The lack of interaction with people
outside of certain social groups is common
after our first year, and it is detrimental
to a more unified and understanding
community.
Lastly, the confusion surrounding the
housing system left groups of students
unaware that interclass blocking was
possible. By clearly communicating the
stipulations of the revised housing system
to students, the housing process can be
clearer and more accessible to students,
especially upperclass students who are
transitioning from the old housing system.
As Wellesley looks to the next round
of housing, we hope that the College will
consider the downfalls of the new housing
system. While the old housing system had
its flaws, it preserved the value of seniority
and maintained diversity.
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need to be more contested
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COURTESY OF WELLESLEY COLLEGE
By SAM LANEVI ’18
Staff Writer
When I first heard about the upcoming College Government
(CG) elections, I was very excited. In high school, student
government was seemingly a popularity contest and there was
not much of a focus on the issues. I thought these elections would
be competitive processes that focused on the issues relevant to
our campus and would pull numerous candidates into the mix,
but I was mistaken.
I was very surprised by the number of unopposed positions for
CG Cabinet offices. I thought that at Wellesley, where everyone
strives to exemplify the phrase “women who will,” there would
be numerous people running for each position.
Of the eight positions, six of them were unopposed with the
positions of College Government President and Director of On
Campus Affairs possessing two candidates each. With a student
population of about 2,400, I was very surprised by the low
turnoutin candidates. Since some of the positions are limited to
those who are a part of SBOG, Honor Code Council, or SOFC,
it makes sense for some positions to go uncontested since they
require a self-selected applicant pool. But I was surprised that
there was only a write-in candidate for CG Vice President.

The low turnout for potential candidates stems from the small
number of students involved with CG. Since there are not many
students involved in CG, there is a smaller percentage of those
who would be interested in running for a CG Cabinet position.
The number of uncontested positions is problematic because
it does not allow voters enough choice in whom to elect. While
there is the option to abstain, there needs to be a certain number
of votes in order to achieve an abstention. I have no doubt that the
new cabinet members are qualified for their respective positions,
but I think the lack of choice is harmful to the voters. I do not
think CG elections should give voters the “this candidate or no
candidate option” — I think there should be more choice. In
our current government system, we have two political parties,
thereby giving voters two options, and sometimes more given
the variation on the political spectrum. Now, I am not sure if
there is a systematic way to ensure more candidates run for CG
Cabinet positions, but I think by improving CG retention rates
and encouraging student involvement in CG, more candidates
will come out of the woodwork to run for leadership positions.
Another aspect of the uncontested positions is the message
it sends to students — that there is little interest in helping the
Wellesley community through student government. I think the
problem is CG retention rate. As a Senator, I know that Senate
is mostly full of first-year students, with few Senators from
other class years. According to Katelyn Campbell ’17, there is a
culture that Senate is primarily a first-year activity which leads
to Senators only serving for one academic year. This culture
lends itself to having fewer older students in CG to be potential
candidates for Cabinet positions. I think in order to decrease the
number of uncontested CG positions, as a college, we need to
find ways to increase Senator retention rate as well as maintain
involvement in CG over the years at Wellesley.
Wellesley’s unique environment of a women’s environment
encourages student involvement inside and outside the classroom,
and CG should be no different. While I understand there are
many committments pulling students in various directions —
athletics, internships, jobs, and of course, our academics — CG
is an important way for students to have their voices heard and to
help improve our college. I think increased student involvement
over the years will strengthen our CG and thereby strengthen our
student body.

Editor’s Note
To members of the Wellesley Community,
An article in the previous issue of the Wellesley News referred to Kayla Bercu ’18 using she/her/hers pronouns.
The interviewee later asked that the pronouns be changed to they/them/theirs. The article has been corrected online.
The Wellesley News always intends to identify interviewees correctly. The only way to be completely sure of
our interviewees’ gender pronouns is to ask for them explicitly; therefore, from now on, The Wellesley News’
policy is to ask for students’ preferred gender pronouns in addition to class year and name at the outset of the
interview. This ensures that we do not repeat the misunderstanding that occurred this week and that we always
correctly identify students in our articles. This policy also includes planning to record interviews whenever possible.
The Wellesley News is a student publication that aims to serve all Wellesley’s students, and our journalistic ethics rely on
using language that accurately represents all identities in our community. We strive to be an accurate source of information,
and hope that through more mindful practices, we can continue to uphold our standards of accuracy and integrity.
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The stigma of mental health:
Why black women don’t ask for help

APRIL 15, 2015

THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM

Get ready for the
first match of the
2016 elections:
The Establishment
vs. The Tea Party
By LIZAMARIA ARIAS ’17
Staff Columnist

By KAMARIA DERAMUS ’18
Contributing Writer

COURTESY OF HUFFINGTON POST
to place other’s needs before their own and that asking for
Black women have a sense of fear and distrust of medical assistance reveals a form of weakness. Black women are not
institutions. This is a result of historical medical experiments only told, but forced to be strong, so when they break down
in which black women were the target, as well as stereotypes, or show that they have some form of mental illness, they feel
like the “Strong black Women,” that discourage many as though they have failed at their responsibilities. Being a
women from treatment, as through possessing strength is a strong black woman allows little space for being vulnerable,
sign of emotional stability. Aside from these major issues, seeking support and otherwise being fully human. This
there is also a lack of support and cultural sensitivity in stereotype is negative and obstructive because it conveys that
the black community surrounding mental health treatment. black women have built-in capacities to deal with all manner
The denial of mental health illnesses in the United States of hardship without breaking down mentally or physically. It
is particularly prevalent among African-American women. is dangerous and dehumanizing to have such a narrow view
According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human of the black woman as a source of support while expecting
Services, black women are more likely to suffer from stress, her not to need any herself. With this type of pressure,
one is only bound for breakage.
having a 50 percent rate of depression.
Aside from black women struggling
However, only seven percent of those
“Being a strong black woman through distrust and stereotypes,
women with mental illness seek
there is less compassion in the black
treatment. Why are black women
community toward mental illness.
allows little space for being
reluctant to pursue mental healthcare?
This rings true simply because of the
Why is there such a reluctance of
history of being an oppressed race and
black women to pursue mental health
vulnerable, seeking support,
expectations of “just dealing with it.”
care? Though so many issues arise,
Because of the history of subjugation,
there are solutions to these problems.
and otherwise, being fully
openly suffering from mental illness is
I am heartbroken by the
taboo, which only puts more pressure
disinclination of black women to human. This stereotype is negand stress on black women who are
seek mental health care. Because
afflicted with mental illness. They are
of historical events that targeted ative and obstructive because
forced to deal with societal minority
black women, negative stereotypes
issues, forced to hold it in and never
and lack of support, black women
it
conveys
that
black
women
gain support from their own people.
are forced to shy away from mental
Black communities normalize what
health treatment and institutions. This
have
built-in
‘capacities’
to
may be a traumatic reaction. They
is not fair. For a race to continually
possess the idea that due to their long
be oppressed, and unable to seek
history of overcoming racism and
deal
with
all
manners
of
hardhelp when they need it the most, is
discrimination, black women have the
extremely sad and pleads for change.
ability to muster through adversity.
ship
without
breaking
down
Utilization of black bodies for
They believe that an individual
scientific and medical breakthrough
develops depression and other mental
mentally
or
physically.
”
shaped black women’s views of the
health disorders due to having a weak
medical professions and institutions.
mind, poor health, troubled spirit
During the slavery era, when Africanand a lack of self-love. However, I
Americans were recognized as being only three-fifths of a
disagree.
Beliefs
in
the
black
community about mental illness,
man, they were secretly used as “guinea pigs” for medical
experimentation. Father of gynecology J. Marion Sims including stigma related to mental illness, are prevalent in a
conducted experiments on enslaved women in order to treat society whether or not a black woman is having issues with
vesico-vaginal fistula without anesthesia because he believed the disorder. These beliefs have the potential to affect how
that the operations were not painful enough. In 1814, she responds to symptoms. Does she seek help?
There are ways to encourage black women to seek mental
20-year-old black woman Sara Baartman was put on display
health.
Trust as a mechanism for inclusion of black women
across Europe as part of a freak show. Sara was referred to
as “Hottentot Venus,” a now racial term that was then used should be considered by mental health institutions. Though
to refer to Khoi people. After her death, researchers kept her this may come across as an individual issue, black women
sexual organs and her brain and put them on display at the should not have to correct a problem that they did not create.
Musee de I’Homme in Paris. These unethical, dangerous We must conduct open dialogues about past experiments
and insensitive cases play a major role in the reluctance of of minority participants for medical studies. It is often said
black women to seek medical attention. Doctors didn’t show that the first step to solving a problem is admitting there
sympathy towards black women and their disorders which is a problem; therefore, talking about the situation would
made them feel as if they shouldn’t either. Because of the lack show sympathetic attitudes toward the feelings of black
of care of using blacks as an experimental tool, black women women. Involvement with religious practices can also be
have gained major fear and distrust towards health institutions. very beneficial. Blacks feel that because their ancestors used
Mental illness often resulted in a more inhumane lifestyle, religion to help deal with historical hardships, they should
including beatings and abuse, which forced slaves to hide as well. This solution, I believe, would open awareness to
their issues. Overtime, strength became equated with mental disabilities in black communities as well as integrate
survival and weakness meant you might not survive. This religion into the treatment of mental health. However, while
brings up the topic of the negative stereotype, “Strong black Black women may not seek support from their communities,
Woman.” The “Strong black woman” stereotype creates the having support from friends is more beneficial than it seems.
Although African-American women are burdened by
idea of black women being perpetually strong and uniquely
mental
illness, their use of mental health services is low. There
indestructible. It is the perception that black women are
resilient, self-contained and self-sacrificing. In a society that are various negative factors that contribute to this reluctant
finds little to praise in black women, it appears to be a good behavior. The negative stereotype of being a strong black
thing, in which it supposedly provides black women with the woman, the use of black women for scientific and medical
protection and confidence against stress and negativity. The research and the lack of support and sensitivity from black
stereotype suggests that despite challenges, black women are communities all negatively affect the feelings and actions of
superhuman. But it is a stereotype that is just as dangerous as black women. However, with new solutions to these problems,
those it is meant to replace. It limits black women’s ability to there could potentially be a change in the lack of black
cope healthfully which exacerbates the negative mental health women seeking treatment from mental health institutions.
outcome of stress. Black women feel that they are pushed

A few weeks ago, Senator Ted Cruz’s (R-TX)
announcement to seek the presidency officially
kicked off the 2016 election cycle. In addition
to Senator Cruz, Rand Paul (R-KY) has thrown
his hat into the ring, and Marco Rubio (R-FL)
followed suit earlier this week. The Republican
Party has not yet rallied behind a favorite
candidate, unlike the Democrats, who have found
a clear frontrunner in Hillary Clinton ‘69. Many
Republican strategists are worried that the failure
to coalesce behind one candidate could weaken or
even delegitimize the Republican nominee against
the behemoth — assuming that she wins the
nomination — of Clinton’s operation. However,
there are some potential benefits to in-party rifts.
As a recent New York Times article pointed out,
the willingness of the Republican Party to engage
with such different opinions will not necessarily
appear as an unseemly, cacophonous echo
chamber. It could demonstrate to the American
public that the party is not a homogeneous group
of like-minded people, but rather a diverse group
who is not afraid to engage with contentious issues
in order to determine who is the best candidate to
lead our country. Furthermore, the existence of the
Tea Party and Establishment branches could give
candidates with a less well-funded and streamlined
operation a chance to stand out and appeal to the
traditional voter base.
Since the rise of the Tea Party, the Republicans
have been trying to present a united front; yet,
there are significant differences between those
who have become known as “The Establishment”
and tend to favor more moderate policies, and “Tea
Partiers” who want to revert back to “traditional”
conservative values. The field for the 2016
elections is cluttered by both candidates and the
diversity of opinions. Jeb Bush, who announced
that he was running for president in late March,
is seen as the Establishment candidate, while
Senators Cruz and Rubio are backed by the Tea
Party and Senator Paul is the token libertarian.
Although Bush is seen as the favorite, the other
three could put on a fight by appealing to those in
the Republican Party who are skeptical of Bush’s
“watered-down” brand of conservatism. By
pointing to the sharp differences between their own
ideologies and that of the establishment candidate,
these three contenders could cause some trouble
for the former Florida governor. Without him in
the race, they do not have a clear way to stand out
to the more traditionally conservative base.
This is especially true for Senator Rubio, who
has had a special relationship with Bush since his
days in the Florida state legislature. This situation
could provide a way for him to break decisively
with Bush, his long-time mentor, and establish
himself as an independent and, most importantly,
viable candidate. This is a very different Rubio
from the one who, as he contemplated a senate
run back in 2010, said he would not run for the
empty seat if Bush wanted to. Fast-forward five
years, and Senator Rubio has risen rapidly within
the ranks of the party and become someone who
is viewed as having the potential to be the future
of the GOP. His candidacy would assert that he
does not need anyone’s approval to seek the
highest office in American politics. The Tea Party
vs. Establishment dynamic that characterizes the
Bush/Rubio relationship will pit mentor against
mentee in a tense race, leaving the voters to decide
which brand of conservatism they want to have a
shot at the Oval. Who will win this time? Will the
Bushes succeed in perpetuating their influence in
the White House, or will a new, fresh face get the
chance to make history? With a race characterized
by multiple candidates holding highly distinct
ideologies, anything is possible.

CORRECTIONS
In a previous article, “Weekend sends Blue varsity spring teams into full
swing,” Chesley Colbert ’16’s name was spelled incorrectly.
In a previous article, “Trevor Noah’s succession to ‘The Daily Show’ incites
controversy and mixed responses,” Sam Lanevi ’18’s name was spelled
incorrectly.

In a previous article, “Wellesley student plants seeds for a new generation of
scientists,” Neema was incorrectly referred to as Nemu. David Ellerby is an
associate professor in Biological Sciences, not Chemistry. The “For Cash” lab
does not exist at Stanford University.
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DMSAC’s Pop Party celebrates works of
Andy Warhol with retro festivities

Decorations featured at the party, inspired the Davis’s Warhol exhibit
By MICHELLE LEE ’17
Arts Editor
This Thursday, April 9, the Davis Museum Student
Advisory Committee hosted a retro-themed “Pop Party”
to celebrate the iconic works of pop artist Andy Warhol.
The Davis Museum Student Advisory Committee
(DMSAC) publicized the event mostly through Facebook,
showcasing Warhol’s Polaroid portraits that are currently
posted along the wall of the exhibit. The event started at
6 p.m., and students quickly trickled into the museum.
The festive lobby was decorated with silver balloons,
metallic tablecloths and a photobooth. A DJ booth played
disco music to set the mood. Colored retro sunglasses
were placed all along the front table for attendees to wear
around. Costumed students conversed with each other,
holding virgin cocktails and munching on American
comfort food hors d’oeuvres. Students got creative with

their attire, some even wearing high-heeled boots and
poofy skirts. The spirit of the party and groovy music
contributed to the overall atmosphere.
DMSAC held this event for the recently opened Warhol
@ Wellesley exhibit at the museum, curated by Eve
Straussman-Pflanzer, assistant director of curatorial affairs.
At 7 p.m. following the reception, Mellon Curator Mike
Maizels gave a lecture in the exhibit room. A crowd of
interested students listened as he explored topics ranging
from Warhol’s inspirations to his career and how he still
influences the works of present-day celebrities such as
Jay-Z. After the talk, students were free to walk about the
room, during which they examined the wall of Polaroids,
took pictures next to the Brillo box and analyzed the
vibrant portraits that revolutionized the art world in the
mid-1900s. The exhibit featured a mix of Warhol works
that have been in our museum’s permanent collection but
have not been displayed for a long time. Students were

Cable television excites with
returns of old favorites
By SHARVARI JOHARI ‘17
Arts Editor

As of Sunday, April 4, cable television suddenly
exploded with the premieres of many beloved favorites
including HBO’s “Game of Thrones,” “Silicon Valley,”
“Veep” and AMC’s “Mad Men.” While “Mad Men” and
“Game of Thrones” are veterans of the spring lineup, they
are accompanied by newer shows like “Silicon Valley,”
which just premiered its second season.
The return of “Mad Men” is especially notable as
last week was the premiere of the last set of episodes.
The show, now on its seventh season, has meandered
around the life of its main character Don Draper. Unlike
a plot heavy show like “Game of Thrones,” “Mad Men”
features primarily character sketches. The drama comes
from seeing the development, or lack thereof, of familiar
characters. We’ve seen Don Draper go through two
divorces with wives Betty and Megan and barely keep
afloat at work, where he is supposed to be a visionary.
While at the beginning of the show, Don Draper was seen
as the pinnacle of masculinity with his success at work
and harem of beautiful women, he has slowly declined
into an older man, holding on to an old regime and left
with several empty relationships.
Other characters have not fared much better. Many of the
women, including Joan and Peggy, have reached career
success at the sacrifice of their personal lives, only to find
it is not nearly as fulfilling as they would expect. We’ve
seen earnest young characters grow jaded and sleazy,
including Harry Crane and the former Megan Draper.
The new season of “Mad Men” seems to be emphasizing
how the characters keep looking for happiness, only to
find more despondency everywhere they look. Overall,
this last season seems to be emphasizing the melancholy
that drives each episode of the show, proving that the
“Good Ole Days” probably weren’t so good after all.

HBO also returns with some hits, including “Game
of Thrones” and “Silicon Valley,” which both have had
issues in their new seasons. “Silicon Valley” suffered
from the death of a main cast member, Christopher Evan
Welch, who played a key investor in the characters’ startup. The show had to work around the lack of a beloved
character and to replace key comedic dynamics of the
character. In addition, “Silicon Valley” has been criticized
for its lack of representation of women and people of
color. Most of the characters included white males, with
the exception of Kumail Nanjiani. Despite that, the new
season seems to nail the show’s combination of awkward
earnest humor combined with black comedy.
“Game of Thrones”, an incredibly popular entertainment
juggernaut, is also back on television. There seems to
be a power vacuum in Westeros after last season. Our
characters find themselves rearranging themselves to
new alliances and vying for the Iron Throne. In addition,
the fifth season sees the introduction of several new
characters, including more background on the ruling
family from Dorne. Despite its increasing popularity,
fans of the original book series seem to be disappointed
by the television show’s deviation from the plot of the
book. “Game of Thrones” fans also battle with major
spoiler phobia, with fans of the shows acting wary around
books fans. In addition, the first four episodes of the
season recently leaked. Despite the leak, the excitement
surrounding the new season seems just as large as ever.
An interesting dynamic is how these shows all seem
to be on cable television, while the long-running
network TV seasons seem to be winding down. HBO
and Showtime have always been on the cutting edge of
innovative TV, but in recent years they have been joined
by smaller networks such as FX and AMC. These cable
networks seem run their shows on a more consistent
weekly basis and for shorter seasons. These shows fill
the rather dry and empty spring and summer television
schedule, keeping us entertained all year.

PHOTO COURTESY OF DMSAC

then able to roam the gallery, explore the museum, go back
to the reception or mingle with friends and professors. The
last and final planned event for the night was a performance
by the Wellesley Blue Notes, concluding the night with
jovial music for an audience of enthusiastic listeners.
This biennial Davis After Dark event was a success —
the food, festive atmosphere and activities were a great
way to attract students who both frequent the Davis and
those who hadn’t ever stepped foot into the museum
before. Utilizing the theme of the groovy ’60s in America,
DMSAC not only brought hundreds to the event, but also
around the entire museum itself, which holds a precious
collection of masterpieces ranging from Rembrandt
to Warhol. This semester held an impressive series of
exhibits, and this was an ideal time to bring students to the
Davis. It was a great night to celebrate the fine arts, and
particularly, to recognize the impressive museum that we
have at our fingertips, but don’t appreciate enough.

WHAT’S HAPPENING
Uri Levine Lecture: Business in Israel
Tuesday, April 14 at 5 p.m.
Collins Cinema
Leonardo da Vinci and
Michelangelo Exhibit
April 15 - June 14
Museum of Fine Arts
Women in Modern Iranian Cinema
Wednesday, April 15 at 6 p.m.
Collins Cinema
“Grease: The Musical”
Thursday, April 14 at 7 p.m.
Babson College
Film Screening: “Poetry in Bronze”
Friday, April 17 at 5 p.m.
Collins Cinema
Art + Reality:
Symposium on Middle Eastern Art
Saturday, April 18 at 10 a.m.
Collins Cinema
Wushu: Once Upon A Time
Sunday, April 16 at 5:30 p.m.
Alumnae Hall
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Matt and Kim’s ‘New Glow’ reconciles
indie culture with billboard success
By KAT MALLARY ’17
Co-Editor-In-Chief

What do you call indie rock when it hits the mainstream?
How do you square the idea of a genre that grew out of
an anti-billboard movement with its runaway success?
Movies like 500 Days of Summer, brands such as Urban
Outfitters and widespread radio play for pop indie bands
like Vampire Weekend have turned what began as a
self-consciously anti-popular genre into a musical and
cultural phenomenon. It’s Zooey Deschanel’s world,
and we’re just living in it. “New Glow,” the latest album
from Brooklyn-based indie-dance duo Matt and Kim,
broaches the problems that indie music is going to face
with its sustained popularity, but offers some fun dance
tracks while they figure it out.
Matt and Kim’s sound has always been the irreverent,
upbeat equivalent of kicking down Grand Street in
Brooklyn in your beat-up Chuck Taylor sneakers on a
sunny day. Just some broke hipster kids, tearing up New
York City and having the time of their lives doing it.
Their breakout album, “Grand” (2009) secured them
that identity and their struggle three albums later is
not letting that personality become a caricature. In the
disappointingly lethargic and generally unpleasant “I
See Ya,” they reflect on their whirlwind success: “The
past six years/have been one big blur/don’t know where
I was/or where you are.” If Matt and Kim want their
audience to learn to love them as rockstars rather than a
lo-fi garage band, half-hearted tracks like “I See Ya” are
not the way to do it.
That’s not to say that Matt and Kim can’t innovate,
nor do they have to stick to their same successful tropes.
In fact, when they try to do so, it sounds derivative and

tired. “Not Alone” recycles the same piano intro from
their first big hit, “Daylight” (2009), that they also
used in “Not That Bad” (2012) and evoked in “Wires”
(2010). Although all three tracks reference “Daylight,”
“Not Alone” is the most obvious attempt to recycle their
biggest success. “Through the pain and hate/ here come
brighter days” starts to sound a lot like 2009’s more fun
“This car might make a good boat/and float down Grand
Street in daylight.”
The true successes on the album show that Matt and
Kim have kept their creativity and sense of humor as
pioneers in indie-tronic, youthful music. “Hey Now,” the
opening track, is the runaway hit of the album, featuring
apologetically fun electro-swing instrumentals.
Although the musical creativity alone would be enough
to set “Hey Now” apart, the lyrics — “If you died/ I’d
die right by your side” — are a funny, un-sly nod to The
Smiths’ iconic “To die by your side/Well the pleasure/
The privilege is mine,” which Deschanel’s character
also references in 500 Days of Summer and serves as
a classic wink and nod for all the other “indie kids” out
there.
A final highlight, and one of the few other instances
of truly “new” material on “New Glow,” is the laughout-loud funny “Hoodie On.” The perfect embodiment
of hipster, partly-ironic, partly-not-kidding almostswagger, “Hoodie On” is an anthem to those who are just
a little too self-effacing to have a real anthem. “I don’t
dress up too much/got a hoodie on/Look lookin’ like a
king with a hoodie on” Matt and Kim sing, recalling the
2009 pre-fame Matt and Kim, who were content to “cut
the legs off of our pants/Throw our shoes in the ocean”
and “sit back and wave through the daylight.”

Big Sean performing for Babson crowds for their Spring Concert

EVENT OF THE WEEK

PHOTO COURTESY OF FREESTYLE

Jam On It — Freestyle

Sat. April 11
Jewett Arts Center, Wellesley College
This week, students involved in Hip-Hop
dance troupe Freestyle put on their annual
performance “Jam On It: HBD.” The show
included performances by groups from other
schools offering a diverse show. Proceeds went to
Boston City Lights, a nonprofit performing arts
organization for inner city youths.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SARAH COHEN

Big Sean and The Chainsmokers kick off
season of college spring celebrations

By JULIA HAN ’17
Contributing Writer

The month of April marks music festivals and spring
weeks for many colleges, and Babson did not disappoint
with Big Sean. On Sat. March 11, college students from
all over the Boston area, including Boston College,
Boston University, Wellesley College and Babson College
gathered in the Babson gym, awaiting the arrival of the
Michigan rapper and his famous hits, among them “I don’t
fuck with you’’ and “Blessings.”
The event was first opened with The Chainsmokers,
known for their smash hit, “Selfie.” As the DJ duo Andrew
Taggart and Alex Pall blasted over and over the lyrics
“but first, let me take a selfie,” students whipped out their
cellphones and did what the music asked them to do,
recording videos of themselves or taking group selfies
with their friends. While the song “Selfie” does indeed
have an energetic beat and is quite catchy, the other tracks
were not as dancable. Frustration quickly mounted as
people attempted to dance to the beat and grab onto some
consistency, but the DJs changed songs too frequently
for anyone to be able to keep up. During their cover of
Chromeo’s “Jealous,” for example, an escalating cheer
from the crowd quickly died when the Chainsmokers kept

leaving the main melody to add their own electronic twist to
the song. Despite the slightly disappointing Chainsmokers
performance, the audience was pumped, ready to welcome
the main performer of the event. More people filtered in
and quickly filled the entire gym; as the clock approached
10 p.m., the area was almost full with rowdy Big Sean fans
ready to dance.
The rapper stepped onstage, supported by a roaring
crowd and blinding strobe lights, and began the show
with great energy. He proceeded to perform his biggest
hits “Mercy” and “Guap” as the audience mouthed all the
lyrics to the songs. While some students calmly bobbed
their heads, others sat on shoulders, jumped up and down
and mobbed to the front of the crowd. Avid Big Sean
listeners brought neon posters showing support for the
increasingly popular rapper. Big Sean’s most recent song,
“Blessings,” came on and it seemed as though the entire
crowd shouted every word to the chorus. The mixture of
excitement, appreciation for his rapping and flailing limbs
created a fun atmosphere that was clearly communicated
by the ecstatic smiles on student’s faces.
The true climax occured toward the end of the concert,
when Big Sean whipped his shirt off and dove into the
crowd, sitting on a sea of students who eagerly propped
him up. One lucky student in the front row recalled the
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flood of emotions as she was able to hold the rapper’s
hand. Amidst the entanglement of bodies and sweat, one
thing was clear: Big Sean was a very charismatic artist
who knew how to engage and excite his audience. It was
evident that his passion remained with him throughout
the entire show, manifesting itself most dynamically
during his final hit “I don’t fuck with you,” where he told
the audience: “Bounce! Bounce! Bounce! Bounce!” The
crowd exploded into screaming hyped up by the popularity
and catchiness of the song.
The Big Sean event was not a mere rap concert, but the
start of the end of the semester and the more festivities to
come in the spring. For those who missed the experience of
Big Sean, more opportunities to experience the intensity of
college concerts can be found at the upcoming Tufts Spring
Concert, featuring Kesha and Misterwives, MIT’s spring
concert with Lupe Fiasco, and of course, in Wellesley’s
very own “Spring Week 2K15.” Put together by the
Schneider Board of Governors, Wellesley looks forward
to many events, including the pre-Marathon Monday
concert featuring ILOVEMAKONNEN, the artist of top
hit, “Tuesday.” As the weather warms up and students
slowly begin to enjoy the blue skies and above-40 degree
weather, the fun and festivities are slowly beginning with
the end of the year in sight.
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Wellesley’s involvement in Boston Marathon
builds excitement close to race day
By IVY JIANG ’18
Assistant Sports and Wellness Editor

This year’s Boston Marathon will be held in less than a
week’s time on Monday, April 20. The Boston Marathon
is one of the six Abbott World Marathon Majors, which
includes races in Tokyo, London, Berlin, Chicago and
New York City. It is managed by The Boston Athletic
Association and is sponsored by John Hancock Financial
Services. The marathon is traditionally held on the third
Monday of April and this upcoming Monday’s race will
be the 119th Boston Marathon. The course is 26 miles
and 385 yards long, starting on Main Street in Hopkinton,
Mass. and finishing near the John Hancock Tower in
Copley Square.
The Wellesley College community annually gets
involved in the race in many ways. The community is
excited to form its iconic Scream Tunnel at Mile 13 and
cheer on runners with its energetic support and adorned
signs. Many students also volunteer at a pasta dinner
before the marathon and help organize the event. There
will also be students and faculty running the marathon
itself.
Among the Wellesley faculty running the marathon is
the Director of Sports Performance and Fitness Rebecca
Kimball. She has been preparing for the marathon since
Dec. 15 and has been working on her training plan with a
coach. Kimball is running for the Franklin Park Coalition
charity. She has held fundraisers both on and off campus
and has received a lot of support from the Wellesley
College community. The new Keohane Sports Center
facilities — in particular, the treadmills — have been very
useful to Kimball and her training as it was difficult to
train outdoors in the snow.
“I have run marathons in the past but I never thought I
would have the opportunity to run the Boston Marathon,
which I watched last year. Honestly, the feeling and the
vibe that shot through me was something that I had to
jump on and take advantage of this year,” Kimball said.
“The thing that really gets me going is knowing when I
start the race that at Mile 13, I am going to have hundreds
of people, including student athletes and colleagues,
cheering for me.”
On March 20, in preparation for the marathon, Kimball
ran 21 miles as part of a large group effort from Hopkinton
to Boston College. She sustained a left foot injury but has
since been taking great care of it.
“The whole emotional support crew that I have at
Wellesley is great. They have been checking in, making
sure I am okay, especially when I get injured. They have
given me the resources and motivation that I need to keep
going. It is one of those things where it is like, ‘How many
days left? How many days left?’ It’s been a pretty amazing
process,” Kimball said. “I have a couple of numbers that I
would like to hit but honestly, I focus more on the wellness
aspect of the marathon. I really want to feel good during
the entire race. I want to start and end feeling strong. Go
Blue!”

Students cheer on runners at Wellesley College’s Scream Tunnel.
Lydia Han ’18 is one of the Wellesley students who will
be running the Boston Marathon. She has been preparing
for the marathon by having a set schedule of waking up
between 5:30 a.m. and 6 a.m. every day and running six
days a week. Most of her marathon training plans consist
of shorter runs throughout the weekdays and one long
run on the weekend which progressively has built up
from eight to 20 miles. A varsity sprinter and hurdler in
high school, Han gradually switched to distance running
because of her affinity for the marathon lifestyle.
“I decided to run the marathon because I love pushing
the limits of physical fitness and because I wanted to
make running an even larger part of my life. I’m mostly
looking forward to running through Wellesley. I think
I’m supposed to give a lot of kisses, but I honestly don’t
know if anyone’s going to want to kiss me when I’m that
sweaty,” Han said. “I’m excited for the marathon, but I’m
also pretty nervous. I’m mostly nervous for fundraising
the $1,300 I have left to raise for the Natick Community
Organic Farm Charity. As per Boston Marathon guidelines,
any amount of the mandatory $4,000 that isn’t raised by
the day of the marathon is taken out of my bank account,
so I’m trying as hard as possible to finish fundraising by
then.”
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Reading books about inspirational runners and talking to
other people who love running helped Han stay motivated
in recent months. In January, when Han suffered a
metatarsal stress fracture that has since healed, advice and
encouragement from other runners kept her spirits up.
Wellesley student Holly Shreckengast ’15 will also be
competing in the Boston Marathon and has been preparing
for it since January in tough and snowy conditions. She
has wanted to run the marathon since her first Marathon
Monday during her first year at Wellesley. After her
successful qualification time, she now has the opportunity
to run it in her senior spring.
“When you’re passionate about something you don’t
really have to motivate yourself. I love the feeling and the
sense of discipline of knowing I pushed my body farther
than I thought I could. So for me, running is just another
part of the day,” Shreckengast said. “I am beyond excited.
When I run by Wellesley and visualize the scream tunnel
it’s a really powerful experience. I can’t wait for the actual
race day.”
The Wellesley College community will be cheering on
its runners and other participants in the Boston Marathon
on Patriot’s Day.

THE SHE CORNER
By MEG REILLY ’16
SHE Columnist
The SHE corner is a biweekly forum in which Wellesley College Sexual Health Educators answer the campus’s burning questions about sex, sexuality, menstruation and general reproductive health concerns.
Dear SHEs,
What is a UTI, and how do I know if I have one?
We get this question all the time! About one in five people with vaginas will
experience a uniary tract infection (UTI) in their lifetime, so it is an extremely
common issue. That means at Wellesley, almost 500 students will experience
a UTI at some point in their lives. A UTI is an infection somewhere in the
urinary system. The infection can be located in the bladder, urethra or anywhere in between. Although everyone is different, common symptoms include
a burning pain during urination, an urge to urinate or continue urinating even if
your bladder is empty, difficulty controlling urination, or more seriously, lower abdominal or back pain, blood or pus in urine, or fever. UTIs are caused by
bacteria entering the urethra, often during sex play but also from toilet backsplash or careless wiping. People with vaginas are more likely than people
with penises to get UTIs because their urethras are shorter and located closer
to their anus, making it easier for bacteria to get in contact with and infect the
urinary tract.
If you have symptoms of a UTI, it is important that you go to a medical professional such as your medical doctor, Health Services or Planned Parenthood.
Although UTIs are common and easily treated, if left untreated, the infection
can migrate into your kidneys, which is when you may experience the more
serious symptoms listed above. Additionally, there are some sexually transmitted infections (STIs) that can mimic the symptoms of UTIs. Your medical
professional should be sure to give you the correct tests. For UTIs and many
common STIs, this will be a simple urine test.
If you do have a UTI, your medical professional will likely prescribe you an

antibiotic to kill the infection and may recommend an over-the-counter pain
reliever to help manage any pain you may be experiencing. As always, be sure
to finish the entire course of antibiotics even if you aren’t having symptoms
anymore in order to prevent the UTI from coming back.
In the future, there are many things you can do to try and prevent UTIs.
Even if you haven’t had a UTI before, always make sure that you are hydrating properly, as drinking lots of water keeps your urinary tract healthy. Keep
your vulva clean and dry and always wipe from front to back. Drink cranberry
juice or take cranberry supplements, as an acid in cranberries can help prevent bacteria from growing. Urinate immediately before and after penetrative
intercourse, and any other time throughout the day when you feel the urge to
urinate.
Be sure that sexual activity moves from vagina to anus and not the other way
around. Anything used for penetration should be washed thoroughly before
moving from the anus to the vagina, and ideally a barrier method should be
used for each sexual act. Your friendly neighborhood SHE should have a variety of barrier methods on their doors, including internal and external condoms,
dental dams, gloves and finger cots.
For more information, check out plannedparenthood.org, your medical professional or talk to a SHE!
XOXO,
The SHEs
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SPORTS & WELLNESS

Blue tennis takes runner-up in
Seven Sisters Championship

UPCOMING MATCHES
Wednesday, April 15
Softball vs. Emerson
3 & 5 p.m.
Lacrosse @ Emerson
6 p.m.
Friday, April 17
Softball @ Springfield
3 & 5 p.m.
Tennis vs. Tufts
4 p.m.
Saturday, April 18
Crew vs. Simmons @ Charles River Basin
Golf at Jack Leaman Invitational @ Amherst
Track & Field at Aloha Relays @ Bowdoin
Softball vs. MIT
12 & 2 p.m.

COURTESY OF WELLESLEY COLLEGE TENNIS

By ANNA CAHILL ’18
Sports and Wellness Editor
Wellesley College tennis has met the Vassar College
Brewers in the final match of the Seven Sisters
Championship for the last six seasons. The Blue, who
won the tournament by a slim 3-2 margin in the 2014
season, returned the title to Vassar after this year’s hardfought 4-1 loss.
“As a team, we went into the weekend with the goal of
winning Seven Sisters. But results don’t mean everything
to us. We also made it a goal to have fun playing against all
the Sister tennis teams, and giving our all at each match,”
Captain Sojung Lee ’15 said. “It’s really important to us
that we feel like we did everything we could, win or lose.”
Unlike typical collegiate tennis matches, which consist
of three doubles matches followed by six singles matches,
the Seven Sisters Championship uses a format of two
doubles matches and three singles matches that are played
simultaneously.
After sweeping Bryn Mawr, Mount Holyoke and Smith
5-0 in the first three matches on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, the Blue moved on to face rival Vassar in Sunday
afternoon’s final match.
“Seven Sisters is an exciting tournament because our
team gets to integrate with other colleges that share in our
sisterhood. For many years now, starting long before my
time here at Wellesley, Vassar and Wellesley College have
faced off in the finals. Every year, this results in a nailbiting final match,” Samantha Stone ’17 said.

At the no. 1 singles position, Lee won the first set 6-2
and dropped the second 4-6 to go into a tiebreaker third
set, where opponent Kate Christensen ’18 topped Lee 6-3.
Carina Chen ’17 fought a tough match at no. 2, losing the
point to Vassar in two sets. No. 3 singles player Emily
Olson ’18 captured the Blue’s only point, finishing off her
second set 6-0 to go undefeated in the tournament.
“I did not know exactly what to expect, so my goal
going into the weekend was to do my part on the team and
give my best effort,” Olson said. “One of the hardest parts
of individual sports in team situation is that you only have
control over how you play and your match, so my goal for
singles was to play the best I could.”
In doubles play, Stone and Dasha Kostikina ’17 teamed
up for a competitive no. 1 doubles match. The pair lost the
first set 7-5 before coming back to win the second set 6-3
and tie the match. In the deciding third set, the Blue came
up short, losing 6-2. The Brewers marched on to also take
the second doubles match, defeating Wellesley’s Caroline
Dickensheets ’17 and Caroline Hsu ’18 in two sets.
With two three-set matches, the rivalry between
Wellesley and Vassar lived up to its reputation in this
year’s Seven Sisters Championship.
“They are a very competitive team, and so are we. Both
teams bring absolutely everything they have, so it makes
for a really exciting match for the championship title,”
Lee said.
Blue tennis will conclude its season this weekend,
hosting Tufts University at 4 p.m. on Friday and Stonehill
College at 1 p.m. on Saturday.

Lacrosse @ Mount Holyoke
12 p.m.
Tennis vs. Stonehill (Senior Day)
1 p.m.
Club Rugby @ Beast of the East Tournament

BY THE
NUMBERS

11:24.13
First-place time of Wellesley Track and
Field’s Taylor Bickford ’15 in the 3000-meter
steeplechase event at Friday’s Silfen Invitational.

14-3
Score of Wellesley Lacrosse victory on Sat. April
11, upending Coast Guard.

This week, The
Wellesley News
launched a new,
online-only column
about the Middle
East, “The Olive
Branch.” The
column is written
by Ariel Cohen ’17
and can be found at
thewellesleynews.
com under the

78
Goals allowed on the season by Blue lacrosse
goalkeeper Wendy Nettleton ’17. Nettleton is
second in the NEWMAC in lowest allowed
goals and ranks fifth in the NEWMAC in save
percentage.

7:18.1

Time of Wellesley Crew’s first place finish over
Tufts, Wesleyan and Bates on Sat. April 11 @
Malden, Mass.

heading “Online.”
Graphic by
Padya Paramita ’17

7-2

Score of Wellesley Softball’s second win over
Clark on Tues. April 14 @ Worcester, Mass.
Wellesley shutout Clark in both games.

